Nonprofit
Learning Playbook
Strategies to revolutionize nonprofit learning so the people serving our
communities have the knowledge and skills they need to achieve their missions
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Curriculum
design

Learning
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For nonprofit leaders who
design and deliver learning
programs, classes, and trainings
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A learning strategy is an action plan designed to deliver a
learning or behavior change goal. It aligns your people,
resources, and partnerships to move the needle on
actions that strengthen our sector. A learning strategy
supports your strategic plan or business goals by
determining in advance how you will run your programs.

Learning
strategy

Steps in building a learning strategy

3
Learning strategy

1

Adult
learning
excellence

Business
model

KEY PEOPLE
Organization leader
Learning team
Membership team
Finance lead
Board

2

Product
portfolio

Three pillars of a learning strategy

Start with the
people you want
to serve

Build a strategy based on a clear theory
of change, research, and experience

4

Focus on what
impact you want
to have

Anchor your program
in community

Key questions
What do you want to move the needle on?
What activities or goals are "core" to your mission? (You will do them, even if they
break even or take a loss.)
What activities or goals are important but less mission-critical? (You will break even
or use them as profit centers.)
Who are your key audiences?
How will you measure success?
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How developed is your
learning strategy?
Circle the description that matches your program.
Do what you can to move one step to the right.

Strategic pricing

Do you balance value and price to
create a strategic pricing system?

Strategic programming

Do you balance programs across time and
bandwidth to reach more people?

Price

Conferences
Non-core
programming

Core programming
Website

Webinars
Social media

Value
Credit: Tagoras Strategic Value Ramp

Bandwidth

High

Low

On-demand learning
Games
Simulations

Virtual conferences
Webinars

Podcasts
Q&A forums
Tech assistance
Discussion boards
Webpages
PDFs/links
Books
Asynchronous

Collaborative docs
Group chat/messaging
Coaching
Consulting

Time

In-person events
Synchronous

Adapted from the work of Patti Shank and Daniel Stanford
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Curriculum
design

A curriculum defines the what, how, and to what end of a
topic. You follow a process to define the knowledge and
skills needed by a group of people and the methods to
best support the transfer of that knowledge and skill to
those people. You create a body of work to slice and dice
into parts designed to support your learning strategy.

KEY PEOPLE
Learning team
Subject Matter Experts
Graphic designer
Content producers
Partners

An overview
of curriculum
design steps

The Design for Action ebook is a great resource: https://nancybacon.com/resources/.
Graphic credit: Margaret Meps Schulte

Curriculum design process

Explore
the topic
and gather
input

Define
what
needs to
be learned
and
practiced

Develop
curriculum

Pilot and
test

Start

Finish

Discovery process

Design process

Curriculum design
typically takes between
three and six months,
depending on a variety
of variables. People
often tell us that it takes
longer than they
expected, so plan
accordingly. The benefit
is that you have an
original body of work
that you own. This
addresses many IP
issues and strengthens
your business model.

Graphic adapted from the work of Connie Malamed
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Curriculum overview
Our organization has these goals for the people and institutions we serve:
Focus audience

We will see these behaviors regularly if these goals are met:

To achieve these behaviors, people will need these four pillars of support:
TOOLS
KNOWLEDGE
SKILLS
Content

Workflow support/reflection

Practice

EXPERIENCES
Reflection/accountability

They will demonstrate what they learn in these ways:

We will get feedback in these ways:
FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT
Checking in with learners

INFORMAL ASSESSMENT

SURVEYS
End-of-session evaluation

Anecdotal information

The support pillars are delivered in these ways to ensure reach, revenue, and impact:
Synchronous PROGRAMS/PRODUCTS

Asynchronous PROGRAMS/PRODUCTS
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Workshop
delivery
Workshop planner

Now it is time to turn information
into a learning event that leaves
people ready to take action. You
want to design and deliver an
experience that informs and
motivates. Most importantly, you
want them to take this learning
back to work and use it.

KEY PEOPLE
Learning team
Trainers
Conference planners
Conference presenters

Opening
ENGAGEMENT

PURPOSE

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Why are you here?

What will be different?

How will you engage people right from
the start? (Connects with objectives.)

LESSON 1

ACTIVITY

TOOL/RESOURCE NEEDED

LESSON 2

ACTIVITY

TOOL/RESOURCE NEEDED

LESSON 3

ACTIVITY

TOOL/RESOURCE NEEDED

Body of workshop

Closure
LEARNING TRANSFER: How will they bring this back into the flow of work?

For a great resource on workshop design, see Instructional Design That Soars by Guila Muir: https://www.guilamuir.com/kite-book/.

Key questions
What does success look like? (What will people know and be able to do at the end
of this session?)
How have you chunked your content? What did you edit out?
What activities will you do to help people practice what you are teaching them?
How will you get feedback to check in with what they are actually learning?
How will you foster social connection, even if online?
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Workshop scoring guide
Circle the description that matches your workshop.
Do what you can to move one step to the right.

Learning objectives

Activity ideas

What to aim for:

IN-PERSON
Body voting
Case study
Critical incidents
Fishbowl
Games
Jigsaw
Mindmap
Pair-squared
Peer round tables
Role play
Simulation
Structured note taking
Quiz

Procedure (task verb): Can they do the task?
Concept (identify or distinguish): Do they understand
the concept?
Fact (recall or recognize): Do they remember the facts?
Process (troubleshoot, predict, or improve): Do they
know the steps involved in doing something?
Principle (apply or predict): Do they understand the
principle or “rule”?
Credit: Brenda Segrue

ONLINE
Chat
Polls
Name change
On-slide typing
Annotations
Breakout rooms
Camera on/off
Mute on/off
External tools
Mentimeter
Mural
Miro
Google jamboard
Google docs

Visit nancybacon.com/resources to
learn more about these activities.
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Your turn

Learning
strategy

Curriculum
design

Workshop
delivery

What are your next steps to revolutionize learning for your organization or practice?

Nancy Bacon Consulting (NBC) works at the intersection of nonprofits,
learning, and leadership. With the goal of revolutionizing how learning happens
in the nonprofit sector, we create and deliver trainings, develop an on-demand
suite of tools and experiences, and work with associations and agencies to build
effective learning strategies. Leading the NBC team, Nancy Bacon has over 30 years
of nonprofit and adult learning experience.
www.nancybacon.com
SUBSCRIBE TO THE BLOG | DOWNLOAD RESOURCES | REGISTER FOR CLASSES
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